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GAMING  
SOLUTIONS
Realistic virtual sports, built for betting
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24/7 betting for your sportsbook

Ramp up your revenue with Virtual Sports

The highlights

 ➔ A hyper-realistic betting experience thanks to 

lifelike simulations and visualisations of team 

and player performances.

 ➔ Covers all main bet markets, plus optional 

features like multiple bets, outrights and form-

based pricing.

 ➔ Lots of customisation and integration options 

mean it works across all geographies and 

channels.

 ➔ Our gaming platform with e-wallet integration 

makes adding new sports easy – virtually zero 

development needed.

Want to supercharge your revenue with round-

the-clock betting? Our Virtual Sports’ ultra-realistic 

gameplay will transport your customers to the 

heart of the action on multiple channels: retail, 

terminal, mobile and online. You’ll be in good 

company too: more than 180 bookmakers, 500 

websites and 10,000 retail outlets already show 

our Virtual Sports. 

Outstanding realism across all in-match events 

and gameplay, competition formats and betting 

markets. And because we’re the world’s number 

one provider of outsourced betting services, our 

gameplay is based on real data you can trust.

Betting that’s as realistic as it gets

Built on real data
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Stay top of the league with our best-seller

Virtual Football

 ➔ Covers all main betting markets, including 

multiples and outrights.

 ➔ More than 100 events an hour in each league, 

and over 50 in each cup.

 ➔ New bet cycles every few minutes (the default 

online version is 3.5 minutes).

Realistic matches, betting markets and competition 

mechanics. Our multi-competition format is so 

close to the real thing your customers might even 

forget it’s computer generated.

The highlights

 ➔ League Mode with 16 teams, plus 30 match 

days with 8 parallel games on each one.

 ➔ Multiple international competitions (World, 

European, Nations and Asian cups) with the 

same teams and group set-ups as their real-life 

counterparts.

MARKET
EXCLUSIVE

Virtual sports with real-life  
video footage

• Bundesliga

• European Cup

• Champions Cup

• World Cup

• Nations Cup

• Asian Cup

League Mode – all the greatest  
competitions in one place
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Non-stop slam dunks

Virtual Basketball

The highlights

 ➔ 16 teams playing four quarters  

(plus potential overtime).

 ➔ 8 matches in parallel with 3,330 fixtures a day.

 ➔ New bet cycles every 3.5 minutes.

 ➔ Optimised screens for in-venue distribution.

An infinite number of matches in a realistic league 

competition. Featuring all the top US basketball 

cities, Virtual Basketball is based on more than 

480,000 real basketball events. That makes it the 

most realistic virtual basketball betting experience 

on the market.

Hit a six for your customers

Virtual Cricket In-Play

The highlights

 ➔ Live bets on a market-leading 56 cricket 

matches a season

 ➔ India’s top 8 teams playing a hyper-real  

T20 League 

 ➔ More than 10,000 betting opportunities  

a season, for non-stop betting action 

 ➔ All major betting markets, including Back & Lay

 ➔ Automatically available for RGS* clients

To its billions of fans in South Asia and beyond, 

cricket is life. And we’ve modelled our latest 

virtual sport on its most popular league. T20: all 

the joy of cricket, none of the waiting around. 

But there’s one problem: the off-season. Which is 

where Virtual Cricket In-Play comes in. It’s 24 / 7, 

all year round, with no season breaks. So fans get 

to watch and bet on their favourite sport, non-

stop. It includes India’s top 8 teams, playing in a 

T20 league that’s powered by our world-beating 

sports data. That data makes the matches so real, 

you’ll forget they’re simulations. There’s nothing 

else like it on the market.

NEW SERVICE

NEW & 
MARKET-

EXCLUSIVE
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Game, set, match 24/7

Virtual Tennis In-play

The highlights

 ➔ Hundreds of betting opportunities on every ball.

 ➔ Four asynchronous matches available, offering  

betting every 15 seconds.

 ➔ Optimised for punters who like to bet on form and 

momentum.

Always-on in-play betting means matches just 

keep on coming – and rain never stops play. 

Featuring 16 players in three-set matches, created 

using advanced motion-capture techniques for 

life-like action. And all based on real sports data.

Home runs all year round

The highlights

 ➔ An exclusive from our MLB partner.

 ➔ Multiple gameplay levels and all the basic bet 

types: Money Line, Run Line and Total Runs.

 ➔ Complete games from first pitch to final out – 

everything that can happen in a real game.

 ➔ A single solution optimised for retail, terminals, 

online and mobile.

America’s favourite pastime with no off season. 

High-definition action based on motion capture 

from professional players. Featuring real Major 

League Baseball (MLB) data and game plays, and 

broadcast-style transitions. 

Virtual Baseball In-play

Made for mobile 
Scan the code to try out  
all our Virtual Sports
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Uninterrupted racing, whatever the going

Virtual Horses

The highlights

 ➔ Unique races with realistic betting mechanics 

and markets.

 ➔ Available for multi channels: responsive online 

version, mobile and retail.

 ➔ Loads of customisation options and 

commentary in English, Spanish, French and 

Italian.

Uniquely generated races every two minutes, 

over different tracks and distances. All popular 

markets, including full forecast and tricast, plus 

combination bets. A historical results feature 

(including odds), live race rankings and dynamic 

performance behaviour mean it’s just like 

watching the real thing.

All the sights and sounds of the greyhound stadium

Virtual Dogs

The highlights

 ➔ 30 unique events every hour over multiple 

tracks and distances.

 ➔ Multiple channels: responsive online version, 

mobile and retail.

 ➔ Customisable with commentary available in 

English, Spanish, French and Italian.

30 unique events an hour over different distances 

(360m and 720m). All popular markets included 

– full forecast and tricast, and combination 

bets. Adaptive streaming features performance 

behaviour technology to seamlessly mimic reality. 

Fast, frenetic and non-stop.
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